Traffic Topics Webinar

Autonomous Bus Pilot Project

Tuesday, September 19, 2017, 2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Water’s Edge, conference rooms A&C

To access the webinar:

→ Join Skype Meeting
Trouble Joining? Try Skype Web App

Help

If you are unable to access audio through Skype, listen via conference call:
dial-in number: 888-742-5095
conference code: 1658926687

Presentation overview

Autonomous Vehicle (AV) technology is rapidly developing around the world. Minnesota offers several unique climate and regulatory challenges that are different from others currently testing these technologies. Deploying an AV pilot project in Minnesota will better position the State to influence national policy and prepare Minnesota transportation owners and stakeholders for the future.

This pilot project will solicit technology partners to safely demonstrate how AV technology can work in Minnesota. Phase I will finalize the pilot requirements and demonstration plan, prepare site(s) for testing and demonstrations, and engage in discussions with MnDOT, local stakeholders and Super Bowl planning officials. Phase II will be the controlled demonstration at MnDOT’s MnROAD test facility and identification of risks/challenges for future implementation efforts. Phase III will include a showcase demonstration(s) timed to coincide with the 2018 Super Bowl.
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